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Remembered and imagined belongings: Stonehenge in the age of first metals

Joshua Pollard, Paul Garwood, Mike Parker Pearson, Colin Richards, Julian Thomas and Kate Welham

Introduction

Alasdair is first and foremost a scholar of the Neolithic, so an offering for his festschrift on events from the later third and second millennium BC demands explanation. So, to follow good legal defence, one can first cite precedence. Alasdair’s research has, on occasion, strayed into later periods. Early on this was determined by post-doctoral employment, as with his analysis of the Iron Age pits from Danebury (Whittle 1984), or the writing up and publication with Humphrey Case of a range of later prehistoric and Roman excavations on the Thames Valley gravels around Oxford (Case and Whittle 1982). But even his Cardiff days have seen involvement in projects that took in later archaeology, work on the Severn foreshore being a case in hand (Whittle 1989). The second part of our defence involves a sleight of hand, in that this paper deals with aspects of the life of that most pre-eminent of Neolithic monuments, Stonehenge, albeit in the time of first metals. Bradley has highlighted how the sequence of constructional events at this monument presented an image of timeless order in the face of external change (Bradley 1991), and so even in the Bronze Age it might be fair to say Stonehenge carried with it many of the core concepts of a ‘Neolithic’ world.

Stonehenge has not escaped Alasdair’s attention. The shifting influence of Beaker assemblages and practices within its landscape provides a case study within his critical review in 1981 of late Neolithic society (Whittle 1981). In his 1997 paper, ‘Remembered and imagined belongings’, Alasdair sought to ascribe meanings to Stonehenge’s main lithic phase (phase 3ii of Cleal et al. 1995; phase 2 in the revised sequence of Darvill et al. 2012). With its focus on understanding the power of tradition, reverence for spirits and ancestral beings, intense ceremonialism, the metaphoric and metonymic qualities of materials, encounter and experience, this remains one of the most insightful and dynamic readings of the monument. It was prescient in several ways, not least in drawing attention to the monument’s role as a ‘fixed point for the residence of or access to spirits and ancestors, real and imagined’ (Whittle 1997, 147), and in being explicit about the links between Stonehenge and contemporary monumental timber constructions, notably the Durrington Walls Southern Circle. Albeit worked from a model shaped by ethnographic analogy published by Mike Parker Pearson and Ramilisonina (1998) a year later, these are themes that lay at the heart of the programme of investigation instigated by the Stonehenge Riverside Project (Parker Pearson 2012; Parker Pearson et al. 2006; 2007; 2009). The last two decades have witnessed a remarkable up-scaling in the pace of Stonehenge research and a concordant expansion of knowledge, not least through the work of the Stonehenge Riverside Project, that of SPACES (Darvill and Wainwright 2009), and detailed survey work inside and outside the monument by English Heritage/Historic England (Bowden et al. 2015; Field et al. 2014; 2015) and international teams (Darvill et al. 2013; Gaffney et al. 2012). Many elements of Alasdair’s interpretation of the monument continue to resonate within these programmes of work, and that is true as much of later events as of Stonehenge’s Neolithic heyday,
as we wish to show through a fresh look at events within the period c. 2400–1500 cal BC.

Stonehenge in the Bronze Age

When Alasdair took up post at the then University College, Cardiff, the great sarsen and bluestone circles of Stonehenge were understood to date to the early Bronze Age. The detail of chronology and sequence had been established by his senior colleague, Richard Atkinson, through an extensive programme of excavation at the monument during the 1950s and 1960s (Atkinson 1960). Atkinson’s phase II of Stonehenge, with its double bluestone circles, was seen as contemporary with Bell Beaker pottery, while the sarsen and re-set bluestone components of phase IIIa went with the rich Wessex Culture graves of nearby barrow cemeteries, and so
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the established early Bronze Age (Atkinson 1960, 90–1). At the time, this early Bronze Age chronology had an internal logic. For Atkinson, only the widely networked ‘aristocratic community’ represented by the elaborately furnished graves in adjacent Bronze Age round barrow cemeteries (including the famous Bush Barrow burial: Needham et al. 2010) ‘commanded the resources of labour and craftsmanship necessary to encompass the transport and erection of the sarsen stones’ (Atkinson 1960, 91). Further confirmation of the second millennium BC date of the lintelled sarsen circle and trilithon horseshoe was seen to come from the discovery in 1953 of carvings representing bronze axeheads and even a dagger of ‘Mycenaean type’ on the sarsen uprights of the outer circle and inner trilithons.

By the time of a new programme of analysis and dating during the mid 1990s – linked to the full publication of the twentieth-century excavations of Colonel Hawley and Richard Atkinson (Cleal et al. 1995) – Atkinson’s chronology was already beginning to look untenable. First had been the impact of the radiocarbon calibration ‘revolution’ of the late 1960s to early 1970s (Renfrew 1973), which made any talk of Mycenaean contacts, or even Mycenaean architects being involved in the building of the stone phase of the monument, chronologically challenging (Renfrew 1968). The new radiocarbon dates published in the definitive report by Cleal et al. (1995) demonstrated conclusively that the major megalithic phase belonged to the final part of the local Neolithic sequence, centring on the middle centuries of the third millennium cal BC. This radically changed the Stonehenge story, firmly placing much of the monument’s construction and active life within a late Neolithic world, and demonstrating that those buried in surrounding round barrows had looked upon Stonehenge as a monument already ancient.

Since the mid-1990s there has been substantial further work and refinement. The radiocarbon chronology and structural sequence have been subject to further analysis (Darvill et al. 2012; Parker Pearson et al. 2007), while work by the Stonehenge Riverside and SPACES projects has provided important new detail relating both to the monument and events in the surrounding landscape (Fig. 18.1). It now appears likely that the smaller bluestones that make up horseshoe and circle settings within and between the larger sarsen trilithons and outer circle may have first been brought to Stonehenge close to 3000 cal BC from a south Welsh source 270km distant (Parker Pearson et al. 2015). A smaller circle of bluestones was erected at the same time or rather later adjacent to the River Avon 2km to the south-east at Bluestonehenge. From this point until the middle of the third millennium cal BC, Stonehenge acted as a large cremation cemetery, possibly for individuals of a pre-eminent lineage that traced its ancestry through real or fictive lines to early Neolithic communities of south-west Wales (Parker Pearson et al. 2009; Willis et al. 2016).

However, the most dramatic transformation of what was already a remarkable monument occurred around 2500 cal BC (Stage 2), when the large sarsens were brought from the Marlborough Downs 30km to the north, dressed, and erected to form the lintelled outer circle and inner trilithon horseshoe settings that provide the iconic image of Stonehenge. At this stage the bluestones from both the earlier surrounding Aubrey Holes and Bluestonehenge were reset as a double circle inside the sarsen circle. One possibility is that the whole was built from inside out in quick succession – sarsen trilithon horseshoe; double bluestone circle; and outer sarsen circle; with the recumbent sandstone ‘Altar Stone’ at the near centre.

The resulting monument was unique, at least as far as megalithic structures are concerned. Its architecture copied the format of contemporary timber circles such as those to the east on the Avon riverside at Durrington Walls and Woodhenge, which in turn may be seen as massively elaborated versions of late Neolithic houses (Bradley 2005; Pollard 2009). Stonehenge had been remodelled as the ‘great house’ or hall of a pre-eminent ancestral community. The monument formed the focus of a wider late Neolithic ‘ceremonial’ landscape. For a period of time around 2500 cal BC, the Stonehenge-Bluestonehenge-Durrington-Woodhenge complex was the setting for ceremonies surrounding the translation of the newly dead into ancestors (Parker Pearson and Ramilisonina 1998). The timber monuments at Durrington Walls and Woodhenge were the locations for periodic gathering and feasting, timed to coincide with the winter solstice (Craig et al. 2015), while the lithic settings at Stonehenge and Bluestonehenge retained a close association with funerary and ancestral domains (Parker Pearson 2012).

**Times they are a’ changing**

By the time of Stage 2 the wider world was beginning to change. The British late Neolithic was curiously insular, if, surprisingly, internally culturally homogeneous (Thomas 2010). Stonehenge Stage 2 belonged to a British Isles-wide tradition of major circular monuments built of stone and timber, some enclosed in circular ‘henge’ earthworks, linked to distinctive forms of ceramic known as Grooved Ware and economies reliant to varying degrees on pastoralism (Stevens and Fuller 2012). However, the decades around 2500 cal BC witnessed the re-establishment of sustained contacts with continental Europe, brought about through the expansive networks linked to the Bell Beaker phenomenon. Marking the time of the first metals, British prehistorians are increasingly recognising this horizon (c. 2450–2200 cal BC) as a distinct ‘Chalcolithic’ (Allen et al. 2012). Initially, changes in material culture (the introduction of metals and textiles, a change from Grooved Ware to Beakers, etc.), burial practice (a move towards individual inhumation),
subsistence (greater reliance on cereal cultivation) and so forth were gradual (Needham 2005). The earliest Beaker presence in the Stonehenge landscape was thinly distributed and not closely clustered around the monument (see Whittle 1981 for an early appreciation of this pattern). The now well-publicised burials of the Amesbury Archer and Boscombe Bowmen, several of whom began their lives well outside the region, and who date to the twenty-fourth and twenty-third centuries cal BC, are located c. 5km from Stonehenge on the opposite side of the River Avon (Fitzpatrick 2011). They have no especial claim to be linked to the monument, beyond the ‘draw’ that Stonehenge may have exerted on pilgrims or travellers to visit the region. Other early burials are likewise widely scattered in the locality. At least one other early Beaker burial comes from the largest Beaker cemetery in the region, under and around the round barrow Wilsford G1. At least 15 individuals, including seven infants, were buried here (Leivers and Moore 2008). While located just 1.3km to the west-south-west of Stonehenge, the cemetery lies beyond that monument’s visual envelope – again, a cautious presence. Sherds of early Beaker are found in only small numbers at Stonehenge, Durrington Walls and Woodhenge (Cleal and Pollard 2012).

In the centuries following the major rebuilding represented by the late Neolithic Stage 2, Stonehenge would undergo further modification. This was never on the same scale, yet its very occurrence testifies to the continuing role the monument played in the ceremonial life of communities both within southern Britain and further afield. While it is always tempting to equate scale of constructional activity with relative levels of ceremonial/sacred significance – such that the massively labour-intensive Stage 2 comes to represent the pinnacle of the site’s status, followed thereafter by more minor structural modifications marking a slow decline in that significance – this may be erroneous. As Needham et al. (2010, 4) point out, ‘there are good grounds for believing that the monument was still of critical religious importance to the communities of the mature Early Bronze Age’. Later third and early second millennium BC transformations of the earthwork and stone settings were enough to episodically reanimate and reinstate the site’s preeminent sacred role, yet not so drastic that the fundamental form of the Stage 2 sarsen and bluestone monument was lost. The implication is that a certain historic potency and/or recognisability (a ‘sacred brand’, if you like) became attached to the sarsen outer circle and inner trilithons, making their removal or substantive modification an unthinkable act.

**Within the monument. Chalcolithic and early Bronze Age modification and activity**

Several episodes of constructional modification have been defined as belonging to the period 2400–1450 cal BC (Cleal et al. 1995; Darvill et al. 2012). It is important to recognise not just the character and significance of events at the monument itself, but those taking place within the local landscape and beyond. As Richard Bradley has eloquently described, there is a certain tension between the strands of continuity seen at Stonehenge itself and the major material and ideological transformations taking place in the world around it. No more dramatic illustration is provided than by the appearance of the numerous cemeteries of round barrows (over 670 barrows in total: Darvill 2006, 164) that gradually came to ring the monument over the period 2200–1500 BC (Woodward and Woodward 1996). These served to articulate inter-group relationships, sanction claims of access to areas of landscape (and the monument itself) and symbolise the inter-generational success of certain lineages (Garwood 2007). Bradley suggests that the tension between apparent continuity at the monument and major changes in its environs was mediated through different projections of time within separate spheres of practice (Bradley 1991; 1998).

A mundane time of the world around operated alongside a ritual time that emphasised repetition and continuity in the sacred that was embodied by Stonehenge. Of course, such a distinction in ‘types’ of time was likely situational rather than absolute, and we might, too, envisage other forms of conceptualising temporal frameworks, especially related to successive barrow burial and lineage formation.

The latest iteration of Stonehenge’s sequence prepared by Darvill et al. (2012) identifies three stages (3–5) belonging to the Chalcolithic and early Bronze Age. Together they span c. 900 years, or c. 36 generations, which might usefully be compared with the c. 600 years or c. 24 generations of construction and activity leading up to stage 3.

**Stage 3 (2405–2225 to 2300–2100 cal BC)**

Stage 3 belongs to the currency of early Beakers (Fig. 18.2). During this time the stone settings at Bluestonehenge by the River Avon were dismantled and probably taken to Stonehenge where they were set up as a central circle enclosing the Altar Stone. The process added an extra layer to the heart of the monument, and in plan at least it came to resemble more closely the great multiple timber circles at Woodhenge and the Southern Circle, Durrington Walls (Cunnington 1929; Thomas 2007; Wainwright and Longworth 1971). Other modifications included the removal of two of three Stage 2 sarsens at the main north-east entrance; the re-cutting of the earthwork ditch; and the creation of the bank and ditch of the Avenue, linking Stonehenge to the site of Bluestonehenge and the Avon at West Amesbury, 2.8km to the south-east. At around the same time, the sites of the circle at Bluestonehenge and of the erstwhile timber rings of Woodhenge were enclosed by henge earthworks (Pollard and Robinson 2007). All of these activities were bound up in the marking or enclosing of locations and routeways of existing significance, and
Figure 18.2. Principal features of Stonehenge Stage 3 (after Darvill et al. 2012).

Stage 4 (2210–2030 to 2160–1925 cal BC)

The next major transformation occurs in the last two centuries of the third millennium cal BC, and again involves the bluestones (Fig. 18.3). The double circle of Stage 2 and central circle of Stage 3 were dismantled and reset as a dolerite oval within the trilithon horseshoe (2205–1920 cal BC) and as a circle of 40–60 close-set pillars between the horseshoe and outer sarsen circle (2275–2030 cal BC).

Human burials ceased to be placed within the monument, and Stonehenge’s dead were now becoming a metaphysical rather than physical presence. The remains of the newly-dead were now inhabiting the landscape outside the monument. A number of Beaker barrows provided the focus for the emergence post-1900 BC (Garwood 2007) of sometimes extensive linear barrow cemeteries. The immediate viewshed from Stonehenge is ringed by three of the most important of these – the King Barrows to the east, the Cursus group to the north-west and Normanton Down to the south (Cleal et al. 1995, 34–7). The shift away from burial in the monument fits into a wider trend, and perhaps reflects a greater imperative to use the dead as a resource for making visible statements about access to and rights of tenure over blocks of land. This shift may increasingly have marked Stonehenge as a monument redolent of a sacred authority invested in a deep ancestral past.

Stage 5 (2010–1745 to 1620–1450 cal BC)

The final substantive modifications to Stonehenge (other than later depredations) took place during the established early Bronze Age, at a time when the region’s round barrow cemeteries were well established (Fig. 18.4). So far as we are aware, changes to the monument’s fabric during this time did not involve the resetting of stones. Rather, two rings of oval and sub-rectangular pits were dug enclosing the stone settings. Known as the Y and Z Holes, these are among the most perplexing of the monument’s features. Dates suggest the inner Z Holes were created first, in the period 2030–1750 cal BC (Cleal et al. 1995, 264); with the Y Holes belonging to 1640–1520 cal BC (Cleal et al. 1995, 260–4, 533). Their similarity in form and dimension, and their paired arrangement, is remarkable if their creation is truly
separated by c. 100–500 years. However, the irregularity in plan and section of several of the Y Holes (e.g. YH1, 4, 7, 16 and 29) suggests they cut earlier features set out on the same circuit, so available dates may relate to their reworking rather than initial creation. As Richards (2013, 20) astutely observes, ‘tradition is strong and critical thought weak in the extraordinary interpretation of … the Z and Y Holes’.

The end of burial, and small things forgotten
Alongside the periodic movement and re-erection of stones, later the digging of rings of pits, were other practices that saw engagements with substances, both physical and metaphysical, within the space of the monument. These highlight a certain motion, vibrancy, or life to Stonehenge during this time that makes it reasonable to infer its conceptualisation as an animate form rather than inert memorial. There is also both retained unity (Stonehenge as icon) and significant shifts in the way the monument, people and things interacted: notably, a move away from the incorporation of human remains post-2200 cal BC to the deposition of ceramics, the creation of rock art, the felling, fragmentation and distribution of certain stones and the establishment, or rather reinforcement, of a second solstitial axis that took in the midwinter sunrise. As we shall show, many of these practices served to reference or even co-opt features of other monuments, some contemporary, others increasingly ancient. Through this, Stonehenge became an ever more powerful repository of presence.

It is during Stage 3 that Stonehenge’s long-standing role as a locus for human burial comes to an end, but in rather dramatic fashion. The latest identified interment is of an adult male killed by multiple arrowshots, placed in a grave cut into the ditch just to the north-west of the main entrance (dated to 2340–2195 cal BC; Evans 1984). A second, disturbed, burial in the centre of the monument may be of this date since sherds of fine Beaker were found in loose association (Cleal et al. 1995, 265), but the evidence remains sketchy at best. The burial of the adult male within the ditch remains an ill-understood event, especially since the violent end to this individual’s life could imply sacrifice or over-kill. His interment against the principal entrance certainly implies an elevated status, either in life or as an object of offering. Rarely commented on are other instances of single burial, of adolescents and adults, of comparable date and context from the henge monuments at Avebury.
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These individuals were also interred in the terminals of ditches flanking major entrances, and represent one-off acts rather than foundational events for new sequences of burial. It is tempting to see them as related. Perhaps quite public affairs, and located at key points of transition between enclosed sacred spaces and the world beyond, each burial formed an act that created a heightened sense of incorporated memory (cf. Rowlands 1993). We suggest they were intended to effect a transformation, conceivably relating to the ontological status of each monument, as a form of consecration or re-dedication, if such terms are appropriate. That at Stonehenge belongs to a critical horizon where Beaker-related cultural practices were becoming more assertive (Needham 2005), and its enactment may have served to mediate and facilitate new kinds of engagement with a monument deeply rooted in an old order. From this point on there are certainly changes in activity reflective of new forms of materiality, seen most conspicuously in the beginning of a long tradition of ceramic deposition, manipulation of bluestone and, rather later, the creation of carvings of axes and daggers.

**Pots and bluestones**

For the first six or seven centuries of its life, little ceramic material was deposited at Stonehenge (Cleal et al. 1995, 350–3). This is in stark contrast to the quantities of later Neolithic Grooved Ware found in the contemporary monuments of Woodhenge and Durrington Walls, suggesting that it was simply inappropriate to utilise and deposit pottery (which at this time lacked a funerary association) at a monument connected to the dead (Parker Pearson and Ramilisonina 1998). Beaker and early Bronze Age ceramics (Food Vessels, Collared Urns, etc.) were deployed in a broader range of practices, which included their use in domestic domains and as vessels to accompany or act as containers for the deceased. This shift in their currency now made their use within the monument possible, perhaps as components of rites associated with ancestral veneration or funerary commemoration. Certainly their deployment was structured or prescribed. The distribution of Beaker and early Bronze Age urn sherds is far from random, and picks out significant axes within the monument (Fig. 18.5). The main concentration occurs around the north-east (i.e. front/entrance) of the stone settings (cuttings C2 and C12), with secondary concentrations within the south-eastern area of Stonehenge.
Figure 18.5. The distribution of Beaker and Early Bronze Age ceramics within Stonehenge.
the stone settings between the outer bluestone circle and sarsen circle, and within the eastern sector of the ditch where a wide gap currently exists in the bank. Tellingly, pottery is absent from that part of the western interior investigated through excavation.

It remains unclear whether pottery was brought in as complete vessels or as sherds. Elsewhere there is evidence of Beakers being deposited on Neolithic monuments as fragments following potentially complex pre-depositional treatment (Wilkin 2016), and this may be true of Stonehenge. If so, they were not the only fragmentary things in action. Around the same time that ceramic depositions were taking place there are indications of certain bluestones being intentionally broken and the fragments variously circulated around the landscape and used to create stone tools (Montague in Cleal et al. 1995, 375–86). The motivations behind this are unclear, though need not imply disrespect, nor that the monument’s power and importance was faltering, since pieces of bluestone may have been sought for their perceived efficacy generated by association with the monument or their own inherent power. Some of those distributed fragments come from areas of contemporary settlement, such as the zone around the western end and to the north of the Cursus (Richards 1990, 230–1; Stone 1947, 17). One could think of scenarios in which fragments of pots and fragments of stones circulated into and out of the monument, respectively, operating within a cycle of enchainment (Chapman 2000). In this way the monument was connected to places of the living (and even specific people or communities), and pieces of the lived world were brought back into Stonehenge. That cycling and ultimate consumption or absorption of materials through deposition could work into deeper metaphoric ideas of transformation and regeneration, of people and substances, in much the same way as Brück (2006) has argued for the middle and late Bronze Age. Potential exists to see these material practices as a component or extension of funerary rites taking place elsewhere in the landscape, with pottery sherds acting as tokens of the recently deceased which were ‘enshrined’ within a monument whose connection with the dead remained strong.

The axehead and dagger carvings

While fragments of physical objects were deposited around the megalithic settings, images of others were worked on the surfaces of stones. They are among the more unusual features of this striking monument (Fig. 18.6). Representations of around 115 metal axeheads and three daggers were carved onto the outer faces of stones 3, 4 and 5 of the outer circle and the inner face of stone 53 of the trilithon horseshoe, while a single dagger is present on the south-west face of Stone 23 (Lawson and Walker in Cleal et al. 1995, 30–3; Field et al. 2015, 141). The greatest concentrations are on stone 4 (a minimum of 60 axes) and stone 53 (a minimum of 37 axes, plus two daggers). All the axeheads are shown unhafted, while the daggers have hilts; a distinction which must have significance. If accurate representations (which many are clearly not), the axes are typologically of Arreton Down type, dating to 1750–1500 cal BC, and so Stage 5. Such carvings are exceptionally rare in a British Bronze Age context, and the few parallels that are known (from cist slabs near Kilmartin, Argyll, and on a sandstone block from the Badbury Barrow, Dorset) have explicit funerary associations (Lawson and Walker in Cleal et al. 1995, 33). A connection with mortuary rites might be further reinforced by the aspect
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of the carvings, which face out towards Amesbury 11 and the mounds on King Barrow Ridge (Field et al. 2015, 141); though this is a rather ‘target heavy’ landscape when it comes to barrows and so this apparent relationship may not hold significance.

While connections exist with carvings on cist slabs, those on Stonehenge remain unique in terms of their sheer number and association with a major ceremonial monument. Not only is their presence highly unusual, but their position on the stones would be odd if the intention was simply for them to act as visible symbols within a conventional representational reading. Many are worked very low down on the face of the stones, some almost at ground level, in a position that must have been awkward to effect. The carvings on stone 53 extend from close to ground level to a height of c. 1.2m, and those on stone 4 up to 1.6m, a good proportion being below waist level. Set blade up, the impression given is of the axeheads emerging out of the ground. Those on stones 3–5 look to work as a single, domed, composition. Within each ‘panel’ the axeheads describe diagonal lines or arcs, while some multiples (for example on the lower left and right of stone 4) are clustered as if in groups or sets. There is a sense of relational connections being established between individual images, much the same way as they might with people in lineages, animals in herds, beads in necklaces, or barrows in cemeteries, for instance. Or, as in axe hoards. Subtle yet potentially significant differences also exist in the form of images according to their location, such that larger axeheads are present on stone 4 and ones with medial projections on stone 53. An obvious conclusion is that the images are multi-authored, and potentially accretive, though this is impossible to establish.

As with all unique or near-unique phenomena in prehistory, their interpretation is taxing. One line of explanation would see them as tallies of sorts, marking major funerary or ancestral ceremonies held at the monument, perhaps with dagger images indexing events of a more significant or different order. Or they could be a proxy for labour and participation, especially in the light of the evidence for around 51 axes (and so people?) being used in the construction of the early Bronze Age timber circle at Holme-next-the-sea, Norfolk (Brennand and Taylor 2003, 22). Pitts (2000, 297–8) suggested female and male links for the axeheads and daggers, and a connection to powerful, even deified, people. This leads to another conclusion that takes into account their unusual positioning, namely that they allude to a process of emergence – of entities rising out of the ground from an underworld. This could play on the form of images according to their location, such that larger axeheads are present on stone 4 and ones with medial projections on stone 53. An obvious conclusion is that the images are multi-authored, and potentially accretive, though this is impossible to establish.

Rings of pits and solstitial alignments

Both the circulation and deposition of pottery and pieces of bluestone, and the creation of the axehead and dagger carvings, materialised connections and afforded ways in which the monument remained an animate entity – the powerful and potent focal point which held this landscape together and provided its renown. So far we have dealt with small things and small acts, yet these are set against larger-scale transformations within the monument and the surrounding landscape. Scaling up, we will look first at the monument and the creation of the Y and Z Holes and changes made to work in a better defined axis that took in the midwinter sunrise.

The Y and Z Holes represent the last major structural transformation of the monument, aside from later depredations. The two rings of sub-rectangular pits, set in circles of 38m (Z) and 53m (Y) diameter, enclose the earlier stone settings. Darvill et al. (2012, 1038) suggest that some or all of the holes held small stones that were subsequently removed, but while the shape of the holes is consistent with such a function, they lack clear traces of having held megaliths (e.g. remnant packing collapsed back into their fills). Fragments of rhyolite and occasional dolerite and sarsen were recovered from their bases and primary fills, leading Richard Atkinson (1960, 84) to consider these stone fragments ‘as propitiatory token offerings, made as symbolic substitutes for the bluestones themselves’. Pitts draws attention to their grave-like shape and combines the evidence of Y and Z Holes, axehead and dagger carvings and the nearby Bush Barrow burial to suggest Stonehenge had become ‘an extraordinary version of something everyday, the burial mound’ – the symbolic tomb of a ‘god’ ‘enclosed by two rings of thirty graves’ (Pitts 2000, 297).

It may be better to consider their overall effect rather than individual feature function. In Richards' words, their creation served to ‘unify the diversity displayed in the inner skins [of stone]’ (Richards 2013, 20). That process of unification extends to the striking spatial relationship the Y and Z Holes hold with the sarsens of the outer circle. They are positioned in such a way that they are paired, albeit occasionally erratically, with stones of the circle. Further ‘wrapping’ the sarsen and bluestone settings, the addition of the Y and Z Holes takes the number of rings forming the monument to six – bluestone oval, trilithon horseshoe, bluestone circle, sarsen circle, Z Holes and Y Holes – replicating the six-ring format seen with the earlier timber monuments of Woodhenge and the Southern Circle (Cunnington 1929; Thomas 2007). Connections with these monuments, which had been there from phase 2, were still actively evoked at this stage. Significantly, the postholes of the major timber rings making up both of those monuments had been recut as pits over a period of time that extended into the early second millennium BC (Parker Pearson et al. 2009; Thomas 2007). The cutting of the Y and Z Holes was likely citing
a process in which sites were turned from formerly post to pit monuments (Darvill 2006, 161–4). Around the same time a number of the region’s round barrows incorporated constructional stages that involved the digging of pit circles. There are a striking number of these, several revealed through recent geophysical survey (Darvill et al. 2013; Gaffney et al. 2012), suggesting a particular regional tradition, conceivably one that mimicked on a small scale the pit rings of larger monuments with deep histories, Stonehenge and the Southern Circle being paramount. One such pit circle, at Durrington 67 to the south of Woodhenge, was partially excavated by the Stonehenge Riverside Project. Here, a ring of ten pits with a diameter of just under 30m was cut through by the second phase ditch of a round barrow with primary Beaker associations. Creating the Y and Z Holes did not just unify the stone architecture of Stonehenge, but via consciously referenced connections with and between other pit circles, a certain unity of practice was extended across this landscape.

The Y and Z Holes do not describe perfect circles. They spiral in slightly if followed in a clockwise fashion, a major dislocation occurring in the south-east sector between YH8 and 9 and ZH7 and 9 where the wide spacing of c. 6m in the Y Hole circuit implies an ‘entrance’. ZH8 is also apparently missing. There is a strong likelihood that the digging of the holes began and ended in this so spiralin slightly if followed in a clockwise uth-east area. Furthermore, the Y Hole circle
between YH5 to 9 is notably flattened, as if forming a façade or the ‘in-fill’ of a wide entrance gap. YH7 certainly is very shallow and unfinished in appearance (Cleal et al. 1995, table 19). There are other peculiarities to this part of the circuit which go back to Stage 2, if not earlier, so the ‘dislocation’ in the Y and Z Holes simply picks up and reinforces an already ancient distinction afforded to this part of the monument. Of note is the setting of stones 10 and 11 of the Q/R Holes in separate pits, rather than the more normal dumb-bell arrangement, the positioning of stone 33e of the bluestone circle at an acute angle to others in this setting, and the way stones 8 and 9 of the sarsen circle have fallen outwards (Cleal et al. 1995, 485; Pitts 2000, 263–5). Both of the latter ‘fell’ early (Atkinson 1960, 34, 83; Cleal et al. 1995, 194), which likely explains the apparent absence of ZH8 and the off-set position of ZH9. But did these stones fall, or were they pushed?

We would argue for intentional and controlled toppling of stones 8 and 9 of the sarsen circle at some point during the early Bronze Age; and that this was undertaken in order to establish, or rather reinforce, an alignment on the midwinter solstice sunrise as viewed from the area of the Altar Stone and great trilithon. As Daw (2015) has recently argued, such a solstitial alignment was built into elements of the Stage 2 monument: the great trilithon, the ‘terminal’/back edge of the bluestone horseshoe (defined by visible elements stones 66 and 68) and the prone Altar Stone all incorporate a 10 degree skew from the true perpendicular, as defined by the main north-east to south-west axis. Their alignment is in accord with an observed line of sight on the midwinter sunrise when seen alongside rather than through the great trilithon, or, using stone 33e as an outlier, along the recumbent Altar Stone. However, during stage 2 this solstitial alignment was very much secondary to that on the midsummer sunrise/midwinter sunset as defined by the principal axis of the sarsen settings and north-east entrance and Avenue. However, by the early second millennium BC matters had changed. The Durrington Walls Southern Circle, which incorporated a principal midwinter sunrise alignment, and Stonehenge no longer operated as elements within a single ceremonial complex. All major solstitial alignments had to be incorporated and condensed within Stonehenge, and since that on the midwinter sunrise remained of critical significance it had to be given additional emphasis through changes to the architecture of the monument. Perhaps the will or resources were not on hand to effect a major phase of rebuilding of this part of the sarsen circle, but structural changes were made, including the outward and presumably carefully controlled toppling of stones 8 and 9 to form a portal into the stone settings. Acts of deposition pick up this reinforced axis. The main concentration of middle to late Bronze Age pottery is in this area, around stones 8 and 9, in YH8, across the interior space between the stone settings and ditch here, and in the adjacent section of ditch (Fig. 18.7). It is likely that Stonehenge’s long-standing north-east/south-west solstitial axis retained its significance, but was now fully complemented by that to the north-west/south-east and the rising of the midwinter sun.

Outside the monument. Early Bronze Age settlement and the enclosure of Stonehenge

Mention has been made of the numerous round barrow cemeteries that came to develop around Stonehenge during the course of the latest third and early second millennia BC, but it would be a mistake to regard this as a landscape reserved solely for funerary and ceremonial activity. Throughout the Neolithic and Bronze Age the Stonehenge landscape was also the focus for settlement, sometimes substantial and periodically augmented by large numbers of people coming into the region to engage in seasonal gatherings, monument building and ceremony. For the late Neolithic (c. 3000–2450 cal BC) we can map the extent of settlement through the presence of chronologically distinctive tools in lithic scatters (e.g. chisel and oblique arrowheads), Grooved Ware pits and, rarely, houses, as at Durrington Walls (Parker Pearson 2007). These display a broad distribution, running along the Avon riverside from north of Durrington Walls to Coneybury Hill, with other foci along King Barrow Ridge (overlooking Stonehenge), just to the west of the monument, and north of the Stonehenge Cursus (Richards 1990, 270–1).

Beaker and early Bronze Age settlement occurred within many of the same zones, but, critically, there are areas where it was now absent (Fig. 18.8a). Evidence of settlement during this period is well attested on higher ground to the east of Amesbury on the other side of the River Avon at Butterfield and Boscombe Downs, where the Amesbury Archer and Boscombe Bowmen burials are located (Fitzpatrick 2011; Rawlings and Fitzpatrick 1996). Other zones can be identified through the results of surface collection and test-pitting undertaken by the Stonehenge Environ and Stonehenge Riverside Projects (Richards 1990; Parker Pearson 2012), including a broad swathe over 2km long running from the west of Stonehenge, up to and beyond the western end of the Stonehenge Cursus/Fargo Wood and to the east on Durrington Down. Beaker, Food Vessel and Collared Urn ceramics have all been recovered from this zone (Richards 1990, 33). There is also a marked concentration of early Bronze Age worked flint and ceramics from Wilsford Down to the south of the Winterbourne Stoke Crossroads barrow group. It is significant that all these areas were later occupied by middle Bronze Age co-axial field systems, indicating a degree of settlement stability across much of the second millennium BC (Fig. 18.8b).

What is striking is the sparsity of settlement evidence from the areas to the east of Stonehenge that were intensively exploited during the late Neolithic (e.g. Coneybury Hill,
Figure 18.8. Areas of (a) early Bronze Age settlement and (b) middle Bronze Age field systems in the Stonehenge landscape (after RCHME 1979, Richards 1990 and other sources).
King Barrow Ridge and the Durrington Walls/Woodhenge area: Richards 1990, fig. 159). Identification of settlement areas is, however, dependent on the survival of diagnostic material, and soft prehistoric ceramics may well have survived better in areas to the west of Stonehenge, where they were protected under the banks of later field systems, than in those zones with longer histories of cultivation to the east of Stonehenge and closer to the Medieval town of Amesbury. This acknowledged, diagnostic early Bronze Age lithics are not common in the area to the east of Stonehenge, and contemporary ceramics are virtually absent from those contexts (e.g. buried soils and the turf cores of round barrows) in which one would expect them to survive. The soil and turf used to construct the King Barrow Ridge round barrows contained much Neolithic material (from early Neolithic bowl, to middle Neolithic Peterborough Ware and late Neolithic Grooved Ware), but only a small amount of Beaker (Cleal and Allen 1994). Cleal and Allen (1994, 72) note that ‘elsewhere on the Ridge [extending onto Coneybury Hill and Luxenborough Plantation] the Beaker presence is extremely slight’. Work on the A303 road corridor between Stonehenge and the Normanton Down barrow cemetery to the south shows latest third and early second millennium BC settlement to be absent from this area too (Leivers and Moore 2008; see also Cleal et al. 1995, 490; Richards 1990, fig. 159). It is telling, given the association noted above between areas of early Bronze Age settlement and later middle Bronze Age field systems, that with the exception of a small block adjacent to Woodhenge no middle Bronze Age field systems are present in this area (Richards 1990, fig. 160).

By the beginning of the second millennium BC the landscape to the immediate south and east of Stonehenge, extending as far as the Avon riverside, was turned over for grazing, but no longer settlement. There is no obvious ‘pragmatic’ reason for this shift, and so we must assume strong prohibitions – enforced through sacred or political authority, more likely a combination of the two – had developed against communities occupying this space. (What is interesting is that settlement is unaffected by barrow distribution, or vice versa, so the driver has to be the presence of Stonehenge – everything is structured in relation to it). These controls over access to and utilisation of the environs of Stonehenge and its easterly zone would be formalised towards the end of the early Bronze Age through the creation of major land divisions. The evidence comes from a feature whose existence has been recognised for some time, but whose character and chronology has not been well understood – the Palisade/Gate Ditch (Cleal et al. 1995, 155–6; RCHME 1979, 25). A linear ditch that originally contained posts along part of its length, the Palisade was considered by Cleal et al. to be of possible late Neolithic date, an interpretation much influenced by Alasdair’s excavations at the West Kennet enclosures (Cleal et al. 1995, 161). The Palisade runs over a distance of c. 1.5km on a south-west/north-east line, coming within 75m to the north-west of Stonehenge (1995, 161). An entrance gap at this point may correspond with the line of the midsummer sunset as seen from the centre of the monument (see observations above regarding the increasing referencing of this alignment during the early–mid second millennium BC). This section of palisade/ditch can now be seen to belong to a much more extensive system of ‘linear’ earthworks. Its northern extent is marked by the Gate Ditch, which terminates at the bend in the Stonehenge Avenue, while to the south-west it continues through Normanton Gorse to the edge of the dry valley that separates Normanton and Wilsford Downs. At two points along this length it is broken by funnel entrances. Further to the east, a stretch of north–south linear running from Luxenborough Plantation along the western side of Coneybury Hill and up to King Barrow Ridge may represent a return of this system (Fig. 18.9). It possesses similar out-turned funnel entrances (Bowden et al. 2015, 72–3). Overall, the various components of the Palisade/Gate Ditch delineate a block of landscape 2.5 × 1.4km in extent that encloses both Stonehenge and the important Normanton Down barrow group.

Dating the construction of the Palisade/Gate Ditch complex has not been easy. While a late Neolithic date was proposed for the length closest to Stonehenge by Cleal et al. (1995), other sections excavated on Wilsford Down in 1958 and as part of the Stonehenge Environ Project were considered to be late Bronze Age (Richards 1990, 184, 192–3) – parts of so-called ‘Wessex lines’ (Bradley et al. 1994). Work by the Stonehenge Riverside Project in 2008 on a section of the Palisade Ditch 400m to the west of Stonehenge was more successful in elucidating its sequence and chronology (Fig. 18.10). Here the feature began as a shallow palisade slot from which timbers had been removed. Its line was then replaced by an open ditch, recut on several occasions, and accompanied by an upcast bank. When the ditch had largely silted up a series of pits were cut into its length, into which were placed three infant burials and the complete burial of a sheep. A radiocarbon date of 1380–1340/1320–1120 cal BC (95.4%, SUERC-32160, 2995±30 BP) was obtained on bone from one of the infant burials, and of 1500–1380 cal BC (95.4%, SUERC-32164, 3155±30 BP) from the sheep. Both dates fall comfortably within the southern British middle Bronze Age, with that from the sheep/goat burial lying early in that period. It is difficult to measure precisely the interval between the creation of the original palisade line, followed by its redefinition as a ditch and bank system, reinstated on several occasions and then left to largely silt up, and the point in time when the pits were cut, but from start to finish it is likely to have been a century or two, if not a little longer. On this evidence the original Palisade/Gate Ditch complex
was likely created late in the early Bronze Age, perhaps contemporary with Stonehenge Stage 5 and the Y and Z Holes. The maintenance of that boundary into the middle Bronze Age is reflected in the manner in which it divides off the reserved, open space within from the field systems and settlements outside. There is a likely connection with the Wilsford Shaft, which we now know is coeval with the Palisade and which is located in the head of a dry valley close to one of its entrances (Ashbee et al. 1989).

What was this Bronze Age ‘enclosure of Stonehenge’ designed to achieve? Perhaps it served to demarcate a zone of common grazing land around and to the south of the monument, although the boundary is not continuous and seems ill-suited to the task, being designed more to emphasise a distinction between the settlement and field system areas to the west and the space occupied by Stonehenge and the Normanton Down cemetery. With this in mind, the process of enclosure looks to have been
Figure 18.10. The Palisade Ditch under excavation, 2008, with sheep burial (dated to 1500–1380 cal BC) in late phase pit in foreground.
undertaken with the intention of defining a zone of sacred space around Stonehenge, and separating it from the world of the profane or quotidian beyond. This may have been a highly political act, since its execution also served to separate the Normanton Down cemetery from other parts of the landscape, and in the process drew attention to a connection it held with Stonehenge. That cemetery includes some of the richest early Bronze Age burials in northern Europe, including the famous Bush Barrow burial (Wilsford G5) and the ‘trinket graves’ of Wilsford G7 and G8. Needham et al. (2010, 31) suggest the Normanton Down ‘dynasty’ actively sought connection to Stonehenge, ‘linking the generic and timeless ancestors and gods of the henge to the specific, named ancestors’ of the barrow cemetery.

**Conclusion**

Since a firm chronology for the monument was established in the mid-1990s, the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age history of Stonehenge has been overshadowed by that of the great phases of construction and reworking which occurred during the late Neolithic. It is hardly surprising, since the colossal effort embodied in the creation of the Stage 2 sarsen and bluestone settings was never again matched. Some scholars have characterised the late third and early–mid second millennia BC as a time of steady decline in the monument’s importance: Darvill (2006, 157) arguing that in centuries following 2000 BC ‘its status altered and it changed from being active in people’s lives to being a relic from a bygone age’, while Bowden et al. (2015, 72) go further in suggesting the Y and Z holes ‘were perhaps a last half-hearted attempt to recreate something out of what was already, or was rapidly becoming, a ruinous site’. It is true that the re-setting of the bluestones and creation of the Y and Z Holes hardly compare with the feats of labour and logistics displayed in the decades around 2500 cal BC. Digging the Y and Z Holes would have involved less labour input than demanded by the construction a large round barrow.

The point we wish to stress is that constructional effort focused on features within the monument may not be a satisfactory index of its significance and sanctity, not least because it ignores everything that was going on in the environs of Stonehenge. The monument was the focal point for gathering and the creation of the great barrow cemeteries of Normanton Down, King Barrow Ridge, Winterbourne Stoke and so on. Grave goods accompanying burials within those barrows speak of international connections and real cosmological power (Needham et al. 2010; Woodward and Hunter 2014). Stonehenge during this time may have held greater renown than ever before. Perhaps its heyday was during the early Bronze Age?

As we have outlined here, over the 900 years or so from c. 2400–1500 cal BC subtle but important changes took place at the monument. The newly dead were now buried out in the landscape, many among the settlements of the living, rather than within the henge. One consequence is that the ancestors seen to reside in Stonehenge become deeply historical or mythic figures. The marking of the midwinter and midsummer solstices remained important – now with a formalised double axis – and presumably provided the timing for gathering and ceremonies, even for funerary commemorations out in the wider landscape. Various structural modifications, including the creation of the Y and Z Holes, allowed Stonehenge to take on and condense within a single focus many of the roles previously performed by other monuments in the region; some, like the Southern Circle, by then largely relegated to memory. Potentially this citation and condensing explains the energetic lives of the bluestones, being set, re-set, fragmented and so on – their reworking playing out the dynamism and change inherent in other structures and settings. Much could be about remembered and imagined belongings, and beginnings.

Beyond the earthwork, the monument continues to exert an influence on the way the landscape is conceptualised and inhabited, with settlement shifting to the west, away from its late Neolithic focus on the east and the Avon riverside. Eventually the distinction between inhabited and sacred space becomes formalised through the creation of the Palisade/Gate Ditch ‘enclosure’, which maintains its status as a critical boundary into the later second millennium BC. This was the last great act of wrapping (cf. Richards 2013, 18–22). Throughout, there is the weight and rhythm of history, of supernatural potency, of sacred authority, and the politics of positioning for primary connection to the monument.

We can end by turning to face the past, or thinking about how a past was comprehended in the established early Bronze Age by communities engaged with Stonehenge. By say 1800 or 1500 cal BC would much be understood of the motives behind the creation of the great sarsen and bluestone settings of the mid-third millennium cal BC? Would names still be attached to those stones? Are we dealing with remembered or imagined origins? It is tempting to envisage knowledge falling into the kind of mythic history described by Gosden and Lock (1998), a time different to that of the present world. Yet with such a pre-eminent monument as Stonehenge surely there existed compulsion to maintain memory with fidelity, especially where power and position was determined by an ability to demonstrate one’s genealogical links back to those who built a structure of such renown? Seven hundred or a thousand years, 30 or 40 generations, is a long time, but the preservation of individual names and stories over such a span is not without precedent among non-literate societies (consider, for example, the transmitted memory of the chiefly Roy Mata, buried around 1250 AD in Efate, Vanuatu: Garanger 1972). Perhaps the claims over Stonehenge made by those buried in the Normanton Down barrows, and physically
asserted through the eventual enclosure of both cemetery and monument, were more real than fictive, historical rather than mythic.

Notes
1 At the time, and working within a largely pre-radiocarbon chronology, phase II was seen to belong to c. 1700 BC, and phase III to c. 1550–1400 BC (Atkinson 1960).
2 A very similar argument for an early Bronze Age date for the sarsen settings, which took a critical stance on the contextual reliability of available radiocarbon dates, was made by Richard Harrison (2010).
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